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Amy Lee(05-29-91 + still living)
 
My name is Amy Lee. I am 17 years of age. I currently live in Wilson, North
Carolina. I movd here from Richmond, Virginia. I attend James B. Hunt High
School and I'm a senior, graduate in 2009. I can't wait for that opportunity to
walk across the stage.
After I graduate, I plan to attend Barbizon Modeling & Acting School in Raliegh,
NC. I an still going to pursuit my dream of being a Poet.
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“tell Me What’s On Your Mind”
 
I remember when I first met you
I had nothing to say
And now that I look at you
It seems like a play
 
You ask questions that don’t matter
Like you have a concussion
It sometimes makes me madder
And make me want to question
 
Question you on how you feel
Feel about this relationship
No answer makes an incomplete deal
It’s starting to look like a friendship
 
That’s not good
Seems like we’ll break up
You’re taking me towards a bad mood
Why can’t you just empty the cup
 
So we can go on
You always have am excuse
Doubts are flickering off and on
Looking like two dunces
 
Incompletion of what’s important
You’re afraid to be seen with me
If we’re important
You’ll let us be
 
Take what I say into consideration
‘Cause I can’t stand on my own
Where’s the acceleration
You might as well be alone
 
You don’t want me as I want you
Don’t think I’m a fool
My condition isn’t being cool
‘Cause I can play a fool
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I don’t want to mess this up
So, I keep my eye on you and me
You’re going to get stuck
‘Cause you can’t see
 
I’ll take the time to call
But you want even answer me
Wondering if you want to do anything at all
Wondering if you’re going to talk to me
 
I really don’t understand
Understand who you are
So, why can’t you take a stand
And explain to me, who you are
 
I need to know you
And you need to know me
Words out your mouth must be true
For the start, give your name to me.
 
Amy Lee
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'A Love's Desire'
 
Walking through the silent night
Watching you as my light
Causing a reaction - drawn'd towards you
Trying to make everything the truth
 
Blood flowing out of my tender heart
Raising out of the dark
Hoping to see once again
Trying to get rid of all the pain
 
But the pain keeps growing
And my mind isn't thinking
Of what might happen
If they keep on laughen
 
Trusting that you wouldn't hurt me
I can't tell for my eyes cannot see
Looking through your eyes
Wanting to cover-up all these lies
 
A love's desire for a heart to reappear
Holding everything so dear
Climbing over my fears
A love's desire for you to be here
 
Amy Lee
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'A Man's Feelings'
 
A man says he'll leave
Then he'll become a thief
And all he can do is look away
Because he has nothing to say
All but I've messed up
'Cause of what I've touched
You are gone
And now I'm all alone
My eyes have deceived me
Hiding beneath the trees
Your eyes unfold before another
And I don't want to be a bother
To let your day be ruined
Then the wind blew in
All my tears were wiped away
God said leave you toady
For I'm a stone in the road
And I must do what I'm told
To let you go
Was my mistake, so
So be happy
Even without me
I'm remember you always
Even with my new family
A piece of you will always be in my heart
And I know you've been unleashed from the dark.
 
Amy Lee
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'A Mind'
 
You have a head full of wisdom
Bigger than the sun
As the sunrise across the valley
For on the wall are 20 tallies
Showing how long you've been preparing
Preparing for the entering
Of your new mind
Only to hit the button rewind
 
Amy Lee
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'Agression'
 
The last place on earth
Finding myself waking up on the beach
I’ve learned and now I have to teach
Wondering if it was a dream
Across the sea was steam
Trying to find that extra courage
To take all the rage
And make it be still
To be put forever under a hill
I know exactly what to do
Hiding all my fears away from you
You got right under my skin
For it was so thin
Destroying the person I am
Waking up to the person I am
I’ve stop trying... tired
I’m so tired... tired
All this time I was trying to escape
I never realized the tape
That covered up the truth from me
So that I could never see
Why... Why I was meant to be here
And not over there
The deadliest lesson
The life search lesson
Of finding out who you are
Wondering if you have a star
Up in the sky for you
Looking at the sky so blue
Putting up quite a fight
Trying to find the light
With the weight of the world on my shoulders
The world’s weight ... my shoulders
I’ve taken the wrong trail
The wrong trail
Lead me to my deepest questions
The deepest questions
Ugh... Funny that I found the answers to those going this way
Telling myself I’m not going to run away
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I’ve been searching the sky above
Searching for my love
While my love was lurking behind the trees
Searching for me
Hearing the thunder in HIS ears
For HIS sight isn’t clear
Listening to HIS disbelief, anger, and depression
While inside HE has aggression
Aggression against me
For I never couldn’t see
 
Amy Lee
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'Attention~atención'
 
Atención, All people
 
Warning, warning, warning
De alerta, alerta, alerta
Stay on the alert
There will not be no mourning
 
Mourning over a lost soul
People see all there is to see
Mourning over a soul to be
One that has to become whole
 
Whole with the one they love
Staying under the covers
Looking down on their lover
Seeking the white dove
 
Crashing into the gates
The gates of heaven
With the number eleven
Now, everything is at stake
 
Eleven missing souls
The other two are gone
Their all alone
Everything as a toll
 
A toll not willing to be taken
A prison at the end of the road
Trying to figure out the code
Everyone if faking
 
Faking like they really care
Care about the lost souls
Even if they have to pay for the toll
Now, you are scared
 
Warning, warning, warning
De alerta, alerta, alerta
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Un alma perdidas, alma perdidas, alma perdidas
The lost souls, lost souls, lost souls
 
Atención, All people
 
Amy Lee
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'Believing In My Destiny'
 
Believing in my destiny
And that there’s something special for me
As I release my arrow
For he has taken his last bow
As I lie in the coffin listening to the toil of my body
My heart wanders again within my body
Through the same fate of time that has brought me to my end
In which an abandoned claim has my hand
Unlike the institution that I was brought here from
Makes me want to feel home
Feel the life I once had
And the feeling of lying in a warm bed
The greatest evils of this world have stopped
Putting me at the very top
Of life as a great prize
The prize of running into an old acquaintance... alive
Sharpening my egos in the devils book
With the failures of a crook
Creating the most difficult of decisions
The one in which can lead to prison
I cannot determine the correct course
Leaving me to be forced
Into the uncertain path of fearing the journey
Visualizing the sight of the upcoming valley
To where the quiet lay in the dark
Pressing images into my heart
Lifting parts of my shattered dreams
By leaving the thieves to my dreams
There comes to each life at least one chance
But it comes only once
And I dared not to ask for more
I dared to ask for more
Thereby bleeding at both ends of the day
To find myself enclosed on a difficult day
By walls of regret and burning fire
To give my whole self away is all I desire
But all as left me to be punished by you
And all I can do is run to you
Reminding myself that sunsets too are beautiful
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Before they leave you cold, alone, and looking like a fool
There have been too many departures in my life
Putting my hand at the point of a sharp knife
I have yet found the good in goodbye or the well in farewell
At the arrival of this year I wonder if I will be well
Though I fear the answer
Those who read the last page of the book to find the answer
Believe that they are not allowed to turn just one page
Turning only their lives once a page
That which I spend my life hoping for another chance
Only to find out I’ve missed the dance
Fighting the difficult weather in winter
I suffer the cold winter
Only that I might know the warmth of spring
And remember that special thing
That made me love spring in the first place
Not in my mind can I replace
 
Amy Lee
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Courageous
 
My life shall stand still
For I will not move against my will
My heart shatters into pieces
But I'm not easily defeated
My dreams are what hold me hear
Letting no one know my closes fear
The fear of losing you to another
Is something that makes me bothered
Kowing how much you mean to me
Even though you are unable to see
 
That I gain motivation from you each day
 
Amy Lee
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'Deceitful'
 
My heart is deceitful to the body
And desperately wicked to the body
Taking me a lifetime to discover the truth
Not knowing the definition of the word “truth”
Trusting the truth of miracles and magic
The leaves have been rejected
By the trees they once connected with
Fall has come along with
The trait to separate, leaving frowns
Leading everything out of town
Trying to let go of my heart
So I can begin a brand new start
Knowing life is never an easy dream
It’s always better to daydream
Even when there’s all good
I still plea to not be misunderstood
Sometimes I’m so carefree
That it seems like all I have is worry
I find myself alone regretting
Some little foolish thing
Trying to leave them all behind
Not realizing the signs
That led me home
So I wouldn’t be alone
A thief creeps up behind you
You try to figure out what to do
Now I’m still here waiting
Trying to stop myself from bleeding
So that I can find my purpose
I’m still holding on for that purpose
I sit alone watching the clouds
And it seems so loud
Wanting to break free
Sending a message out to me
All the smiles that it had to fake
All the pain that it had to intake
Knowing life is more than it seems
For it wasn’t meant for chasing dreams
Missing the sound of my voice
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Knowing that I still have a choice
 
 
A choice to lead the way – No other alternative
I have no choice to choose my alternative
Changing my identity to escape my fate
Looking at my calendar for the date
 
Amy Lee
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'Different Worlds'
 
Estoy buscando el mundo para que alguien especial
 
Hoping that it may be you
Pero mis sentimientos no hará que la verdadera
 
You smile at me each day
Como me pasa a tu manera
 
I always say hello to you
Tratar de mostrar mis sentimientos para usted
 
But I guess we have to go our separate ways
Por que no hay nada más que decir.....
 
I'm searching the world for that special someone
 
La esperanza de que puede ser usted
But my feelings won't make that true
 
Usted sonrisa en mí cada día
As I pass your way
 
Yo siempre digo 'hola' a usted
Trying to show my feelings for you
 
Pero supongo que tenemos que ir nuestros caminos se separaron
For there's nothing more to say.....
 
For we live in different worlds
 
Amy Lee
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'Empty Room'
 
I sit at the edge of the mountain
Looking up at my fall
Broken like a fallen frame
I try to stand tall
 
A empty room posses me
As if I had no where to go
With my eyes I cannot see
The dancing bee in the show
 
Hoping it will save me on its wings
With the bird telling me 'no'
Upon my arm I feel a sting
A sting that leaves - 'no'
 
I don't want to be stuck in this empty room
The bee has betrayed me
Only to leave my ear with a boom
Left to hear the bird sing
 
Amy Lee
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'Especially'
 
I thought that you would stay forever with me
But there's a time when we have to leave
Before we say our final goodbye
And seeing our hearts die
 
I don't want to hate myself for losing you
'Cause everytime I think of her with you
It starts to kill me deep inside
And I lose all of my pride
 
I've made you unreachable
Now I've become Ms. Inapproachable
Into your arms I wrap myself tight
Hoping you will come back with all my might
 
I want you to catch me when I fall
For on my own, I can't stand tall
I have nowhere to go
It's like being stuck-out in the snow
 
Making it harder and harder to move
Trying to make myself catch-up to you
So, ashamed for you to see me crawl
Without you, I've been through it all
 
It may seem like I have everything
But everything seems like nothing
That sometimes loneliness
Can turn into a big mess
 
That mess that I can't crawl-out-of
Especially without you love
 
Amy Lee
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'Fade Away'
 
The dark takes me again
Looking at the end of a gun
 
Making my life more scary
My body is feeling weary
 
My mind is sinking
Lying awake thinking
 
But I am not sure
I need to break free from the cycle I endure
 
Unable to break free from the blindfold
Listening to what I am told
 
I would like to touch everyone's life in a positive way
And leave my mark on society before I fade away.
 
Amy Lee
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'Falling In Love'
 
This is my first time falling in love
I've never felt this way before
Feeling so desperate for your
I know you've heard this all before
You're always spinning my head
I love you a little more each day
With all the things you've said
I want you to stay
 
It took me by surprise
I couldn't refuse it
By letting this feeling rise
There's no way I can deny it
'Cause you were sent from above
From the first time you caught my eye
I knew it was love
Just like the clouds in the sky
 
I want you to be in love with me
'Cause I can't pretend
That I don't believe in you and me
I don't want to be just friends
I want to speak to you
But I can't breathe
When I step in front of you
I get weak in the knees
 
I'm falling in love
But I can't catch myself
You're looking from the other side of the road
But you didn't pick me up off the shelf
 
Amy Lee
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'Fear-Is-Love'
 
Fear is love
It’s just like a black dove
You would have no chance stumbling across one
All alone you’ll be trying to find one
 
Fear is love
You’re always being shoved
Into a pitch black ditch
And never being catch
 
Fear is love
What is the chance of you finding love?
Someone who will be there for you
And in hard of marriage will say “I do”
 
It feels like everyone is in an institution
And no one has compassion
It’s you and me
Or is it because we can’t see
 
That we were the ones scared of love
Fear is love
 
Amy Lee
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'Friends'
 
Found myself hidden away
With not a word to say
Watching you love someone else
As I sit back on the shelf
My feelings are starting to rage
As I want us to start a new page
Not just as friends
But as FRIENDS! !
 
Amy Lee
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'Heartbreaking Love'
 
I'm lost in the dark
I'm only left with a spark
Planning to stay together from the start
But we quickly fell apart
 
I want to be free
But you stay apart of me
How can I just let you walk away
And never let you walk back my way
 
Just let you leave without a trace
Leaving my heart with an empty space
Just the memory of your face
That left a trace
 
Thinking of how you look when you are looking at me
Felt like we were meant to be
If you only knew how I feel about you
The way I live for you
 
You held me in the night
And now you're running out of sight
I'm calling out your name
As If you had all the fame
 
Every night I see us together in my dreams
Haunting me in my dreams
Knowing I can't escape you
I can't help myself when I'm not around you
 
You never believed our love would last long
Telling you time can't erase a feeling this strong
You don't realized the sorrow I have inside
Feels like all has died
 
Something in your eyes captured my soul
This heartbreaking love, I can't let go
I wonder if you think of me
Although I love will never be
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When nights are dark and cold
And I'm lying all alone
I picture you embracing me
But it's only make believe
 
This heartbreaking love
Is higher than the heaven above
All I want is for you to be there when I open my eyes
Foolishly I romanticized
 
Once again I sit in silence
Making a million promises
That I wouldn't let this heartbreaking love happen again
Only for abandonment to return  to taunt me again
 
Amy Lee
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'Him'
 
Couldn’t see HIS lips move when HE talk
While I was determined not to walk
Walk beside HIM in HIS journey
Like a broke person wanting money
Fading away inside of society
Not being able to have choice of variety
HE searched for me when HE was in the dark
While HE’S still stuck in the dark
HE saw me fade back into society
While I had the choice of variety
HE disappeared without my knowledge
For HE didn’t have my courage
Wondering where... he
Became unknown inside me
HE... HE... He ... he
He was my thief
The last person on earth
That was buried under dirt
Sleeping the life away
Waiting for that day
That I would join him
Join him... In the light that’s dim
The reaper gave me a choice
So that I could have a voice
But knowing what would never be
Made my eyes open to see
That I have another chance
To not make the same mistake with my chance
To escape the ordinary
And become extraordinary
HE came back to start my life over
So that my life wouldn’t be covered
With grief of who I might had become
Making me flexible as gum
Until the day I disappear off this earth
And be buried under dirt
Putting me up to the challenge
I’m up for the ... challenge
The start up for a new life
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HE removed the knife
And decided to let me go
Leaving me the best wishes to grow
Like a plant with the right care
That grows tall into the air
 
Amy Lee
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History
 
Our love is like the U.S.A. history
 
We've had our times of horror
And the times that led us to tommorrow
We gently breathe on each others shoulder
Not easy push away like a boulder
Our love will not shatter like glass
Completing the full circle by a compass
Lasting as the joy of gold
Forbiddening to let it mold
Placing it on the battle field
Soon to be shot by the sniper's will
Piercing the heart
Giving our love to the dark
 
Our love is like the U.S.A. history
 
Amy Lee
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'I Dance For The Love'
 
I dance for the love
 
I dance even when I feel pain
I dance knowing there's something to gain
 
I dance for the love
 
I dance for me
I dance for everyone to see
 
I dance for the love
 
I dance as the sunshine
I dance hoping you will be mine
 
I dance for the love
 
I dance with words to say
I dance all day
 
I dance for the love
 
I dance even when you leave
I dance and still believe
 
I dance for the love
 
Amy Lee
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'In Reply To: Your Message To Me'
 
This is the day of relief
For there’s not a thief
Not to be seen on sight
Maybe because of fright
Or for there’s nothing else to take
They had a lot in stake
Taking all of my belongings from me
When there was no one to see
That they’re the ones to blame
For putting everything in flames
Hurting me while I was weak
Making me fall to my knees
Threatening my life
For my neck would be cut by a knife
Screaming at the top of my lungs
Just trying to run
No one can hear my voice
Through all the noise
They let me be unnoticed
For they were not focused
On what was really important
Like the worker ant
Building for colony
So it can be safe from falling
Falling apart with someone inside
Because they were denied
The same rights as others who are among them
Ones who began to betray them
Trying to portray the image of acceptance
Taking away your dance
Your mind, body, and soul working as one
When there was no harm done
Having that special feeling
Wanting it to be revealing
Moving you feet to the sound of silence
To create a such balance
Where your mind creates the beat
This soon is beat
By the sound of an instrument playing
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Listening to the people singing
As your mind isn’t adjusted anymore
But has been taken on a tour
Seeing so many amazing things in sight
Wishing with all your might
That one day you can be as big as things you see
With everyone falling to your feet
As you pull them towards success
For they have to learn the rest
The visual effects is left up to their imagination
For their fascination
To see life as an journey
For there will be many
Obstacles that will try to make them fail
Pushing them off the rail
Leaving scars to take care of
As the doctors take care of
Your personal needs
While you watch yourself bleed
Trying to remember you forgot something
That special something
You have went off without me
Now you can’t see
The pain that I’m going through
So much without you
Has to be done
Now that you are gone
My fate has changed
I’m in the thief’s range
And HE is not thinking of my values
Only HIS values
For HE has to live HIS own life
And this time HE’S stealing my life
No regards to what I’ve done in my life time
I want so bad to press rewind
But things seem to still be going forward
As I hear a knock on my door
Afraid to open it
Of what I might find outside of it
Screaming... Silence takes the room... I
I can’t believe my eyes
A blow to the head
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Leading me to one image in my head
With blood dripping from HIS hands
While HE stands over me MY FRIEND
In reply to: Your message to me
Yours truly, ME
 
Amy Lee
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'Life Without You'
 
Life without you
Has made the sky look bluer
The times I've spent with you
Has made the sun look cooler
 
I've never thought we would depart
Never asking how you felt
Led me to fall in the dark
Never looking at the cards you dealt
 
I wish to see you again
But the stormy weather would not let me in
When I look at the rain -
But how can I show you my fin
 
My fin that's been broken like my heart
Breathing in cold air
I can hear my heart
Breathing in my despair
 
Life - without you
Has been a mistake for me
'Cause of the feelings I've hid from you
Has made me think of only you.
 
Amy Lee
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'Life Without You Pt.2'
 
Life without you
Makes my day sky turn blue
Looking for you in the distant
Wanting a second chance
 
Life without you
Is like a ballerina without a tu-tu
Having no connection
Or any sense of direction
 
Life without you
Is like me talking to you
Without me looking at you
Only through
 
My hopeless mind
Without a sign
 
Amy Lee
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'Lost Soul Of A Gang Member'
 
In the dark of a man eyes
I can see his weary cries
Looking at himself and not full of hope
Desiring his heart and his scope
For his eyes are not like the sun
The darkness has only begun
Alone, and lost in thought
He stood in the rain and fought
When I consider how his life was spent
Light into death, thus his soul more bent
He walks in silence, like the night
Thus mellowed to the tender light
Drowning in the waistless sea
He slowly walks, a pase at ease
He would have never experience true happiness
For a life like his, you never get the greatest wishes
Through hardship and sorrow
He hopes only to see tommorrow
His wings are black as midnight
Scaring all that is in sight
Building up on all his sins
Cutting away at his skin
With blood running down his arms
Surely one day he will hear the alarm
 
Amy Lee
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'Love Meaning'
 
Love is a compassion that is very strong
Sometimes it doesn't last very long
People listen to others for help
Only to be dealt
The wrong cards at a point in life
Only for them to remove the knife
That can set them free
So they can see
That love has no meaning
It is a endless screening
 
Amy Lee
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'Mistakes'
 
My new life has begun
Listening to a silent gun
That has left me alone
For I have grown
I thank him for coming along
And stopping my song
For I’ve been looking for my star
Now I’ve found my star
And you lost your star
I so you standing there waiting for me
Wondering if it’s real or a fantasy
Now I wish you were here in my sight
And I look towards the light
I see something out there
That I wish was here
Remembering your walk
And the way you talked
The reaper sent you to me
Through somebody’s else feet
He found you worthy of testing
For you help me learn my lesson
Making me stay in love with you
For I was meant for you
We were meant to stay together
We smile at each other
Letting me know it was you standing in front of me
Removing the tape so that I could see
Listening to your words this time around
So that you wouldn’t fall to the ground
While we have just started fresh
Trying hard not to be put back to the test
Busting out of prison
At the end of my bed waits my son?
He has a lot to look forward to
For I’m there for him when he doesn’t know what to do
Not letting him know my whole life was a mess
So that he wouldn’t fall into my test
Wondering if I would live to see him grow
But I would never know
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How situations may turn out
For a light just went out
At night ... a sound awoken me
My son knocked off his feet
To be kneeling over his father’s body
Looking around for somebody
Tears falling down his face
Knowing it’s the end of the race
Seeing this classic horror
Right at his door
Being stuck in one place
Not at our own pace
A couple months later
The same threat happened later
My son stood over my body
But he decided not to look for anybody
The reaper might have a given us another chance
He left something in between our romance
He left a son of evil
All our mistakes put into one devil
 
Amy Lee
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'My Goal'
 
The sun falls to the ground
With no friends standing around
The tears run for safety
While there's a screaming baby
So much noice
That I can't hear my voice
The light shines through a hole
Light falls... whole
Whole body, mind, and soul
Wishing to meet my goal
 
Amy Lee
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'My Secret'
 
You've been told my secret
 
Not from the words of my lips
I wanted to keep it
Keep it on my finger tips
 
Wanting to tell you myself
 
Trying to find my courage
Wondering what are you thinking to yourself
Loosing all of my courage
 
Leading me far away from you
 
Slower each day
My eyes want to catch you in my view
Walking past you each day
 
But I don't won't to stray away
 
My heart is beating faster
For what I'm about to say
My lips begin to chatter
 
Chatter with the words in my mind
 
As I'm telling you my secret
From the words of my lips this time
Now you can keep it... our secret
 
Amy Lee
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'Not Today'
 
People want me to be the best
Just like the rest
They don’t know how I feel
Or what’s the real deal
No one’s perfect, I tell them
But the light becomes dim
I was always by myself on this
They seem to not get it
I was all abandoned
All by myself, feeling down
Why I sit here and cry
When I always try
Myself I’ve solved several cases
I always tied my shoelaces
But out of curiosity
By myself in this city
Everyone says they don’t care
But they always seem to want me to share
The information I have
This down-and-out half
Of what I want to say
But just not today
 
Amy Lee
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'Oppresion'
 
The wind of oppression in each other
Only fan the fire of resistance in each other
When I consider the hardships that some others must face
My troubles seem foolish to face
Tonight I’ve taken a stroll under the star
Under the moon’s glow the star
The star seem different in this scene
Perhaps it has always been
There are times I have been tempted o protect my heat
From further disappointment of being stuck in the dark
Primary ambition in life is to leave my name to the unknown
For the greatest tragedy is to die unknown
The coldness of my veins which leaves me cold
I bore false witness to what I was told
There are people I instinctively distrust
I just couldn’t believe that I would never give myself trust
Try to conceal what I endure from the world
Revealed through my countenances to the world
My life has been changed in one pulse of the heart
A question is asked to me by my heart
Why am I trying to force a life?
Like a man being wrong to the wrong wife
While the life I lead may not match the picture in my head
Perhaps it might match the picture in another’s head
Full of joy is not expected
It’s only a dream that never will be perfected
Life doesn’t often take requests
It goes on its own quest
I don’t know the outcome of the trial
Remembering the phone number I have to dial
My words are the scars of my heart’s wounds
A heart that will never be found
Holding my deepest secrets and desires within it
Having all the value to it
It is old but its value is in its words
Like the wings of a bird
The structure of it wings helps it fly
Even if they don’t know why
Leaving the fringes of humanity is not my most desire
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To remain cleansed is as high my soul may aspire
Errors of my life has prohibited me from the truth
While shadows are fraught for you
The wind with mournful wails of regret
Has not left me yet
Dropping down my natural tears
Ones that are filled with fear
The world rushed before my eyes
Watching the surrounding lies
Their place of rest has created a new guide
Creating a new guide
With little steps at a time
Wondering where they mine
 
Amy Lee
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'Recreation Of Mistakes'
 
A recreation of mistakes
Something has taken my place
I can hear everything going on around me
I feel my mind screaming please
My son looks up at me with a smile
I’m under a six feet pile
Pile of grief within my soul
Trying recreating what was once whole
He lives his life without my love
Knowing that I’m in the sky above
He creates chaos on his way
Not thinking of the words he says
A scar on his forehead that says six... six... six
One that can never be fixed
Feeling ashamed that I never recognized it before
As I took it in with open doors
I guess when that someone is yours
It takes you a while to release them from that tour
The tour of life love within your heart
Trying to make sure they don’t fall into the dark
Never knowing that they were never born in the light
Keeping everything out of your sight
My son afraid to call him by his name
For I feel so ashamed
Ashamed of what I let roam this earth
He’s taken over the earth
He’s the dark I couldn’t escape
When I never realized the tape
That covered up the truth from me
So that I could never see
His skin is made out of knives and spears
Every touch made you tear
The mind has no eraser
The mind is only a racer
It knows nothing but threats
Holding up by threads
Warming his restless heart
For tomorrow he would have just begun to create the dark
All he wants to do is fight
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Hoping that it would last more than one night
Praying that he wouldn’t be there
For I’ve realized that I’m here
Finding myself to still be breathing
I doubt that he knows I’m still breathing
Stuck in a casket six feet under
Listening to thunder
Not knowing what it takes to set me free
Hoping that he doesn’t find me
Knowing I don’t stand another chance
Standing on the edge of time
He’s about to commit a crime
He’s trying to take away my only pride
The courage that I have inside
Finding the world corrupting around him
Finding the light to go dim
My eyes swelling from all the dirt and the degree
Having true evil and true heroism compete
There’s no more wasting time
It’s time to move the line
 
Amy Lee
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'Rejection'
 
Entering the storm together
Listening to the roaring weather
Having a feeling of rejection
As we entered the recession
I begin to fall into depression
Standing right where you left me
 
Dieing under the sea
Which soon became a tradition of repetition
As my soul fades away
You turned aound to be betrayed
I stood to take a deep breath
For my corspe will not let me rest
 
My dear rejection
 
Amy Lee
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'Shakened With Fear'
 
Love, when my heart dies
Slowly fading in memory
Unseen by eagle eyes
Rising from my heart to leave my eyes
Now sliding down my face in silence
Holding so much noise
Breaking itself on the ground calling voices
It's an infant crying out for light
When it is awakened by the dark night
This visible silence of whispering noise
The silence was the song of love
Suddenly everyone bursts out singing
My heart was shakened with fear
 
Amy Lee
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'Success'
 
To have faith and love;
To have tears run down your face
And the affection of tissue;
To earn a job from hard-work
And give others your knowledge;
To appreciate fear; to find the best in you;
To walk with your head up high,
With a smile on your face,
A harsh life
For you’ve endured a lot;
To know you’re still living
Because you’ve learned
That this hard life has given you success.
 
Amy Lee
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'Te Quiero, Toda La Vida'
 
I thought we were always meant to be
For you completed me
Just because I loved you
Doesn't mean you love me, too
I'm feeling like this can't right
Looking to the moonlight
 
This is not how I normally be
Stopping me from falling asleep
There's not a form of jealously
For I know somewhere in your heart, you want me
I don't want to let you go
If you want somebody else, please let me know
 
I cant' spend my whole life going down this hill
When I try to explain how I feel
I can't explain why I still love you like I do
After all I've been through
I still will stay down
Even when you're not around
 
I feel your arms around me when I'm sleeping
But sadly I'm just dreaming
I wish you would just open your eyes
So, that you can realize
My intensions are good
And I don't want to be misunderstood
 
I want to be with you
For life wouldn't be the same without you
Everytime I see you with her
I start to think about how my feelings are getting deeper
When I listen to love tunes
I start to think of me and you
 
Thinking of your strong personality
But I have to settle for reality
It will not be easy
you must believe me
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When I say we're better together than far apart
You can only listen to your heart
 
I don't blame you, for you're just a man
And you're during the best you can
It's your voice I can hear
To let me know, that you are near
You might think it's strange
But I can't change
 
When it comes to me
You don't even notice me
And what would I have to gain
If there's no life after the pain
Facing all these wasted years
Hoping the rain would cover up my tears
 
Knowing you'll never come around
If you don't love me by now
There are so many reasons why I'm still in love with you
You'll never understand the feelings I have for you
And If you love
You'll complete me
 
Te Quiero, Toda La Vida
 
Amy Lee
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'The Aftermath'
 
The aftermath of my story
Wanting to have the glory
Of being alive again
But I didn’t win
The story said that I had a choice
But I didn’t hear through all the noise
For I didn’t pay attention
My friend had tension
With me without my knowledge
Not catching up with them as HE crossed the bridge
Making HIM talk among HISSELF
While the glass doll on the shelf
Falls to the ground
As the pieces are spread all around
The chaos grows between us
The theory has an effect... thus
I have know clue on which theory to use
Making me even more confused
A question stuck in the back of my head
Why would MY FRIEND want me dead?
Maybe I should have reconsidered HIS opinion
With tears falling down like cutting an onion
I was so surprised of what I’ve seen
As the story theme
Has changed in front of my eyes
But I don’t know why
I can hear stretching in the back
In the background but... smack
It hits me that I’m not breathing
It hurts like a baby teething
Wanting to grab something
To sooth everything
Helping me for only a few seconds
Taking those few seconds
For my chance will be gone
Then I’ll be stuck here all alone
Being young and in love
Knowing that it wasn’t enough
For it doesn’t matter anyway
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For it’s a little too late
Staring at the sunrise
As the day goes bye
The last place on earth
 
Amy Lee
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'The Flie & The Frog'
 
Set me free said the flie to the frog
I’m flying in circles for I’m stuck on your tongue
Set me free
Even though I know you need me
I swear I won’t tell my friends
For I can give you food that will last ‘till the end
 
This is not your everyday view
Seeing the sun and the moon rising at same moment
 
“Por Favor” for this day we are the same
I wish the sun had came
With the moon at the time of need
And as you can see, they are different like you and me
 
Co-Wroted by Arisbet Cruz
 
Amy Lee
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The Life Of A Woman Who Searches To Find Herself
 
[A young woman begins to turn in a different direction...
which marks the beginning of an entirely new life.
She faces her own challenges when she loses her soul.
She learns important lessons along her journey.
Uncovering trails of corruption-all leading to her
shocking secret life. “Do you suppose life gives us
second chances? But we’d probably make the same mistakes over again... “]
 
Amy Lee
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'The Person Inside'
 
I look in the mirror and see my face
But I see another reflection taking place
 
I know that fear is only in my mind
It's starting to take over all of my time
 
I went to wash my face
It was only like staring in a empty space
The reflection frightened me
The emptiness in her eyes confused me
No light in her eyes
Wondering if she's looking at the sky
It's the shadow that follows me threw these dark streets
The haunting, paranoid, manic skipping heartbeat
The one that's staring at me now
The one I try to escape but never seem to work out
I don't know when it will end
I don't know where to find my friend
All my thoughts have been spoken
Handing over a token
Watching as it gets near
My face has become wet from tears
I've been waking up to a different life
With a creature from the nightlife
It's most feared nightmare
Is for me not to be scared
Growing out, afraid and alone
Quickly realizing I was on my own
 
I kept growing out with no love in sight
Still crying endlessly every night
 
The person inside, who could it be
The one who wants nothing more than to be free
 
Amy Lee
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'The Sun'
 
Looking at the sun she can't touch
Not knowing how it hurts her so much
 
Temptation blocks his vision to see
She only wants to be
To be that girl he's looking for
She walks pass him through the door
But she never speaks
She smiles as she realizes his hands sneaks
Sneaks so softly to touch her hand
As he continues to walk toward the sand
 
But there's no water for him  to swim in
She thinks it's the end
She looks forward for the next day
Trying to find something to say
She runs into him.....
And her smile starts to dim
He's found water to swin in
Her spirit grows thin
Knowing that her everything
Has a certain something
 
She finally smiles again
For he wanted something to gain
His eyes glanced at her
But she was looking down at the dirt
He approaches her and raises her head
So many thoughts running through her head
As his lips gently touches her lips
It's finally off her finger tips
 
Now they are each others someone
She can finally reach to touch the sun
 
Amy Lee
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'Who Am I? '
 
A girl filled with so much fear
Afraid for someone to get near
‘Cause she’s afraid of hurting someone
Even though she’s always that someone
Why does she feel sad?
Maybe she makes everyone mad
So, mad that they kill her with words
Always feeling like thirds
Telling a lie each day
Never having anything to say
On her knees begging for help
In her mind screaming for help
An unknown person
Who is this person?
Always running away
Always saying okay
Getting in trouble
Just because she stumbled
Tumbled over her foot
For her that wasn’t good
Life for her is a pain
While everyone thinks it’s a game
Who to be told sorry
But when she does say sorry
Her life falls apart
And she doesn’t know how to restart
Being a little over prepared to win
All she sees is the wind
Being her isn’t easy
She feels a little queasy
For being told what she should do?
But she always tries to make it true
Trying to please everyone she knows
She’s not making it, though
Can you believe in death?
Or do you believe in wreath
Which one could be true in her case?
Maybe she’s a mistake
How will she know the truth?
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Can she believe in you?
Trying to please no one anymore
Soon she meets the grand four
But it’s doesn’t start pretty
Or even ends pretty
By now she thought she’ll be dead
Only not laying in her bed
Laying on a unknown road
Blood falls form her body & nose
No one seems to travel her way
So she realizes that day
No one cares for her
Not even a little dirt
Why does she care for everyone?
Afraid to express her feelings
But she wants to be really...
Not obsess with boys
‘Cause their just like toys
They can be named mine
And turn off at any time
Don’t really know what's  love
So she wants to be alone
Night and she pray
Praying to become a brand new lady
She’s an angel
That’s always tangled
Tangled in vines
When she’s by herself
She falls off the shelf
She’s able to express words
Without no one to disturb her
This girl is one of a kind
Stuck in a people’s mind
All she thinks about is one thing
Hoping someone will hear her sing
Always wanting to stand tall
Even when she knows she doesn’t have it at all
All she has are memories of things
Just as the bell rings
She hears in the silence a voice
She wonders what happens to all the noise
Why her, who has lied
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Should be alive
When she’s discouraged by people
She hurts like needles
Needles under her skin
Cutting until it’s thin
Once it is thin, it kills
Blood everywhere in the mills
Speaking a language she doesn’t know
So she just goes with the flow
Thinking about the same thing again
The same thing that she must gain.
 
Amy Lee
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'Wisdom'
 
You have a brain full of wisdom
As powerful as the sun
Tender as watching the sunrise
Wondering if you can believe your eyes
 
When you turn around
To see the world fall to the ground
Learning from all your mistakes
Seeing how far away you've strayed
 
Strayed away into darkness
Holding yourself, thinking of softness
Soothing yourself with your tears
Becoming more afraid of your fears
 
Hoping they all go away
Trying to find the words to say
To preserve the meanings of life
With the search of a sacrifice
 
Sacrificing your knowledge to others
So they would not be smothered
Covered up by the lies, they have been told
Watching their lives unfold
 
Unfold in front of your eyes
Wondering will you realize
That you have a mind full of wisdom
As powerful as the sun
 
Amy Lee
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